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Abstract.Stableisotope
analysis
of two separate
coralsfromNauruIslandin thewarmpoolof the
westerntropicalPacificconfuxnthat coral oxygenisotopesare a robustrecorderof environmental

variables.
Coral•80 faithfully
records
interannual
variability
evenwhenstrongly
influenced
bykinetic
effects.Interannual
to decadal
variability
of coral•3C remains
enigmatic;
onlyoneof thetwocorals
exhibits
theexpected
light-•3Cresponse
intheinterannual
band.Coral•80 fromthisregion
hasa great
similarity
toglobalinstrumental
temperature
records
reflecting
theimpactof thePacificwarmpooland
variations
of theIndonesian
Lowin concert
withE1Nifio-Southern
Oscillation
onglobalclimate.
Since

1896,coral•gOhasexhibited
a cumulative
decrease
of0.7%0,
which
reflects
a combination
ofwarming
andmorefrequent
E1Nifioevents
(precipitation)
affecting
thesurface
waters
of thisregion.
1. Introduction

Intense surface heating along the equator, combined with
the mean easterlyflow of the trade winds, causeswarm surface
waters to accumulate at the western margin of the Pacific
Ocean, producingsea surfacetemperaturesin excessof 29øC
and driving tropospheric circulation by creating deep
convectionaloft. Thus the westerntropical Pacific plays an
important role in the Earth's climate system through the
export of sensible and latent heat [e.g., Philander, 1990;
Peixoto and Oort, 1992]. On interannualand longer timescales,coupledair-seainteractionsin the tropicalPacific have
a large impact globally through atmosphericteleconnections
(e.g., E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)). In order to
ascertain natural variability relative to any potential
anthropogenic imprint it is necessary to have sufficient
records of key climatic variables such as temperature and
precipitation.
Continuous instrumental records are, in
general, restricted to the latter half of this century, requiring
the interpretationof climate proxy data such as that derived
from biogenic archives.

Thuscoral•5•80is a function
of temperature
andvariations
in
theoxygenisotopiccomposition
of water(•Sw).Coral•5•80
from symbiontbearing hermatypiccoralsis widely usedin the
documentation

of modern

interannual

to centennial

climate

variability [e.g., Cole and Fairbanks, 1990] as well as in
studiesover much longer timescales [e.g., Guilderson et al.,
1994].

Unlike •5•80, interpretation
of coral •513Cis not as
straightforward' nonetheless, it has been thought to be an
incident radiation proxy [e.g., Fairbanks and Dodge, 1979].
Hermatypic corals that contain photosynthesizing

endosymbiotic
zooxanthellaeexhibit light driven •513C
variations.

During

photosynthesis the zooxanthellae

preferentially
utilize•2Cin theproduction
of organic
matter,
leaving the carbon pool that is utilized by the coral to

constructits skeletonenrichedin •3C [e.g., Weberand
Woodhead,
1970' Erez, 1978' $wart
1983].
This
"fractionation" or metabolic effect [McConnaughey, 1989a,

b] resultsin the observed•513C depth distributionof
Monstastrea

annularis

where

individuals

from

shallower

depths have higher •3C (more light and increased

Theratioof 180to 160 (•5•80)in biogenic
carbonates
has photosynthesis)and those from deeper depths have a lower
•5•3Cas a consequence
of theexponential
reduction
of light

been used as a paleothermometersincethe pioneeringwork of
Urey [ 1947], McCrea [ 1950], and Epsteinet al. [ 1951]. Weber
and Woodhead [1972] documentedthat although displaying
generaspecific offsets,the oxygenisotopeversustemperature
relationship of hermatypic (i.e., reef-building) corals is
similar to that:of the oxygen paleotemperaturescale developed
for mollusks [McCrea, 1950; Epstein et al., 1951, 1953].

with depth (summarizedby Fairbanks and Dodge, [1979]).
Fairbanks and Dodge [1979] used the depth dependenceof

•513Cas theirmodelfor light controland,as a testof their
model,compared
theseasonal
structure
of coral•513C
withthe
proposed environmental control (radiant energy).

The

observed
correlation
between•5•3Candincidentradiation,
as
wellasthephasing
between
•5•80(astemperature)
and•5•3C,

t AlS0at cente
r for ACCelerato
r Massspectrometry,
Lawrencesupports
thedependency
of fil3ConlightlIt WOuld
therefor
e
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be plausibleto assume
thatdecadalto centennial
coral•5•3C
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time seriesreflects cloud variability.
A complicationto the interpretationof coral stableisotope
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resultsis a relativelylarge kinetic effect associated
with CO2
hydration and hydroxylation reactions [McConnaughey
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In this case, there is discrimination against

OF CORAL ISOTOPE RECORDS

(<IøC) and interannual(~2øC) sea surfacetemperature
(SST)

molecules
composed
of theheavyisotopes
13Cand180. Thus fluctuations[Slutzet al., 1985;Mangumet al., 1997;Kaplan
all coral isotope data are afflicted with a potential variable
kinetic effect that can obfuscate the interpretation of long
coral isotope records such that time-varying kinetic effects
have the potential to mask or mimic external environmental
controls.

In this study we test the reliability of seculartrendsin coral

et al., 1998]. Becauseof its equatorialposition,there is a
twice annual passingof the sun and a concomitantbiannual

precipitation
cyclewithmaximain January
(270mm-month
-1)

and July (160 mm-month-1).Interannualvariability
dominatesthe precipitationcycle in concertwith variationsof
the IndonesianLow. During "wet" years (synonymous
with

•5180andtheconsistency
of coral•513Cas an environmental the ENSO warm phase), in excess of 4 m of rain can fall
recorder

from

two corals from

the same reef in the western

compared
to half a meterduringa dry (ENSO coldphase)year

equatorialPacific warm pool. We have generatedtwo 42 year,
high-resolutionstableisotopetime seriesfrom the two corals,

[Baker et al., 1995].

and in order to test the consistency
of coral •513C

located offshore of the north side of the island were drilled in

interpretationswe have chosen to map the two records to a
common timescale via their oxygen isotope records.
Reliability of longer coral isotopicrecordsis testedfrom the
full lengthof the coral time series(~ 100 years).

August1995. The two colonieswereseparated
by < 20m. The

Two largePoritesspeciescoralheadsat 14 m bottomdepth

cores (7.6 cm diameter) were cut into ~1 cm slabs,cleanedin

distilledwater, and air dried. No regionswere infiltratedwith
boring filamentousalgae or other organisms. Neither coral
exhibited high-low density banding [e.g., Knutson et al.,
1972;Buddemeier,1974]. The upper750 mm of thefirstcoral
2. Site Descriptionand Methods
head(Nauru1, Poritesaustraliaensis,
1.8 m totallength)were
NauruIsland(166øE,30'S),locatedwithinthewarmpoolof sampledsequentiallyalongthe major vertical growthaxis at 1
the western tropical Pacific, experiencesminimal seasonal mm incrementswith a low-speeddrill, and the remaining
Nauru
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Figure1. (a)Nauru1 and2 5180asa function
ofdepth
down
thecoralcore.Theupper
750mmofNauru1
wassequentially
sampled
at 1 mm increments,
andthe remaining
sectionwassampled
in 5 mm averages
(arrow). The completesequence
of Nauru2 wassampledat 2 mm increments.(b) Nauru 1 and2 /513Cas a
functionof depthdown the coral core.
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Figure 1. (Continued)

section was sampled in continuous 5 mm samples.
Subsequently,it was determinedthat althoughstill sampling
the major vertical growth axis, samplingin the last -20 cm
deviatedslightly from a track parallel to the coral axis. The
secondcoral head (Nauru 2, 1.6 m total length) was sampled
sequentially at 2 mm increments over its whole length.
Samples (~1 mg) were reacted in vacuo in a modified
autocarbonate
device at 90øC and the purified CO2 analyzedon
a gas sourcestable isotope ratio mass spectrometer. Stable
isotopedata are presentedin standardper mil notationrelative
to Vienna-PeedeeBelemnite [Coplen, 1993] with an analytical
uncertainty and reproducibility of +0.05%o (1-o)as
documentedby an in-househomogenizedcoral standard. The

/5180 data have not been adjustedfor the differentacid
fractionation factor between calcite (standards)and aragonite
(sample).

Similarto previousstudies[e.g., Cole and Fairbanks,1990]
we created a "reliminary"age model using the seasonal

resolution
(i.e., 1 and2 mm density)the Nauru1 /5180record

waslinearlymapped
to theNauru2/5180record.Agemodel
constructionfor the complete time series followed a similar

optimization
procedure:
a seasonal
/513C
agemodelfollowed

by mapping
/5180to thelocalprecipitation
record.Spectral
analysisand/or filtering were performedon equal interval
interpolated
recordsusingthe "Arand"softwarepackage(P.
Howell, personal communication, 1998).
detrended

and the autocorrelation

Records were

or cross-correlation

functionsweredeterminedat one-thirdlag.
3. Results

Oxygenisotoperesultsas a functionof depthdowncore
(Figure1a) showcommon
features
alongthelengthof thetwo
records,whereascarbon isotope results (Figure lb) are
disparate. The oxygenisotoperesultsof the similarly
sampled (high-resolution)sequenceswhen placed on a

(doublet)
structure
oftherespective/513C
timeseries.
Theage

common age scale (1952-1995)

model of Nauru 2 was then optimizedthroughlinear mapping

of the coral/5180to the local precipitation
recordwith an

other, sharing79% variance(Figure 2a). In general,the
seasonal
cycleis -0.2%0,whereasinterannual
variabilityis as

estimatederror of +_2-3months [see Guilderson et al., 1998].
Over the interval where the two corals have similar sampling

of-0.11 to -0.14%o
perdecade
(Nauru1 and2, respectively),
a

are consistent with each

much as 0.7%0. Over this interval both recordsexhibit a trend
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Figure2. (a)Monthly
Nauru1 and2 8•80ona common
agescale
asdescribed
in thetext.Boldlinesarethe
resultant
records
afterlow-pass
filteringthrough
a 25 weightTukey-Cosine
filterwitha halfamplitude
of 2
yearsto remove
seasonal
variability.(b)MonthlyNauru1 and2 8•3Cona common
agescaleasdescribed
in
thetext. Boldlinesarelow-pass-filtered
records,
similarto Figure2a.

consequence
of shifts toward more negativevaluesin 1976 (0.4%0and -0.3%0,Nauru 1 and 2, respectively)and in 1990 (-

There
isa-0.15%o
perdecade
trend
intheNauru-1
813Crecord

-0.2%0). There is a 0.2%0 offset in absolute value between the

2 8•3Ccoralof -0.06%0
perdecade
(R2 = 0.14),withnoclear

records'the Nauru 1 mean8•80 = -4.86%0;andthe Nauru2

oneto onecorrelation
betweenthe records(R2= 0.09). The

mean8•80 = -5.06%0.Closerinspection
shows
thatpriorto

correlationbetweenthe 8•3C time seriesdoesnot increase
with detrending,generatingannualaveragevaluesor Z score

(R2 = 0.44),whereas
thereis a muchweakertrendin theNauru

-1980, the offset is -0.23%0, whereaspost-1980the offset is
-0.14%o(Figure3). On average,carbonisotopesare offsetby
-0.3%0;Nauru1 mean8•3C = -1.63%o;
andNauru2 mean8•3C
= -1.92 (Figure 2b), but this offset varies widely with time.
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Figure 3. DifferencebetweenNauru1 andNauru2 •80 records.The boldline is the resultant
recordafter
filteringthrougha 25 weightTukey-Cosine
filter with a half amplitude
of 2 yearsto removeseasonal

variability.Thisdifference
is interpreted
to reflectthetime-varying
kineticdisequilibrium
in therespective
records.Analysisof the time sehesindicates
thatit is not statistically
differentfromred noise.
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sectionsresultsin two distinct data clustersin isotopicspace.
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õ180trendasreflecting
anenvironmental
change
ratherthana
changein calcification-rate-driven
disequilibria.

Thelowersection
hasa lineartrend(slope= 0.35,andR2 =

The observedõ•80 decreasethat occursbetween 1952 and

0.62), whereas the remaining sequence does not. Carbon
isotopedata in this lowermostsequencestill exhibitan annual
cycle, although the amplitude is much higher than that
observedupsectionin the coral. Only the bottom 50 mm
sectionof Nauru 1 has isotopevaluesthat are higherthan that

1995 (-0.5%o)equatesto a -2.5øC warming,an -2%odecrease
in salinity [Fairbanks et al., 1997], or some combination

upsection.The full sequence
of the Nauru 1 coral,althoughnot
sampled at a constant density, exhibits a consistent
correlation in isotopic spaceover the whole lifespan of the

responsiblefor the observed trend in the coral records.
Moreover, the shift doesnot appearto be a consequence
of a
change in the isotopic compositionof precipitation in the
region [Rozanskiet al., 1992]. There is a regionallycoherent
increasein precipitationto the east of Nauru post-1976as a
consequence
of more frequentENSO events[Morrisseyand

record.Thelowermost
50 mmhasa slopeof 0.86(R2 = 0.86),
andtheupsection
sequence
hasa slopeof 0.52(R2 = 0.36).

Oxygen

largerregion[Reynoldsand Smith,1994;Kaplan et al., 1998]
do show an -0.5øC increase which can only be partly

Graham, 1996] and a general increase in temperature and
moisturecontentof the lower troposphere[Flohn et al., 1990;
Diaz and Graham, 1996]. It is a reasonableassumptionthat

4. Discussion

4.1

thereof. Instrumental and reconstructedSSTs of a slightly

Isotopes

Cross-spectralanalysis of the common high-resolution

fi180 recordsconfirmsthe graphicalmappingof the age
models;the recordsare coherentand in-phase. This occursnot

only in the ENSO band, which dominatesthe signal of the
individual records, but also in the nonoptimized seasonal
band. The long-term trend observedin both recordsis also
recovered. Using the linear extension rate as an albeit

imprecise
proxyforcalcification
rate,theNauru2 fi180hasa

thefi•80 shiftin 1976is reflecting
thistropicalphenomenon.
The observed
dependence
betweenfi•80 andfi•3Cin the
lowermost

section of Nauru 2 is consistent with that observed

in asymbioticcorals and in slower growing portionswithin a
coral colony and is interpretedto reflect a strongerkinetic
overprint during calcification [e.g., McConnaughey, 1989a,
b]. We have correctedthe oxygen isotope data (1600-1200
mm) for the kinetic effects using the observedrelation (fi'=

correlationwith extensionrate, whereasNauru1 fi180 does

•518Om
- (-3.94+ 0.35x fi13C))andnormalized
it withthe

not. Moreover, the correlation is in the wrong sensewith
respectto growth rate disequilibria[McConnaughey,1989a,
b] and is due to a slightdecreasein linear extensionrate in the

resulting standard deviation of the zero mean series. The
normalized data exhibit consistentfeatures quite similar to
thoseobservedin the uppercoral sequence.When comparedto

Nauru

the instrumentaldata, the normalizedfi•80 data indicatethat
there was a significantchangein the linear extensionrate at
-1200 mm. The implied growthrate in the lower sectionis -8

2 coral over this time

interval.

Short-term

offsets

between the two coral series can be due to inaccuracies in the

mapping of the respective records or to variable kinetic
effects, but the mean offset must be due to species-specific
offsets (which may reflect species-specific kinetic
differences). The relative disequilibriabetweenthe two records
is nearly constantand, on decadaltimescales,not statistically
different from red noise. We therefore interpret the secular

(a) 4

mm-yr
-•, whilethatabove
averages
-21 mm-yr
:•. Although
we cannot explicitlyusethe absolute
fi•80 valuesin this
lower section,the interannualcharacterthat reflects changes
in precipitationin concertwith the positionof the Indonesian
Low and the stateof the ENSO is still preserved(Figure4a).
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Figure4m Nauru2 5!80 (dotted)compared
to theinstnn'nental
precipitation
-Sou,_ern
Oscillation
record•
Thefi180datapriorto 1939havebeencorrected
for kineticfractionation
usingtheobserved
relationbetween
fi•80andfi•3Casdiscussed
in thetext.To facilitate
comparison,
fi•80andtheinstrumental
record
is plotted
as

a Z score normalizationsuch that wetter or warmer conditionsare positive. The precipitation-Southern

Oscillationis a composite
of the 1892-1977Nauruprecipitation
record[Bakeret al., 1995]andthe TahitiDarwinsealevelpressure
difference
maintained
by theClimateDiagnostic
Centerandhasbeenpassed
through
a Tukey-Cosine
low-pass
filter. Theoxygen
isotope
datahavealsobeenpassed
through
a similarfilter.
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Figure4b. Nauru
1 •180(thinsolid)
andHansen
etal.'s[1996]global
airtemperature
composite
(dashed).
Boldlinesaretherespective
records
passed
through
a Tukey-cosine
low-pass
filterwitha halfamplitude
of 2
years. The two recordsshare common interannualbehavior.

Mann et al., 1998]. This is not surprisingsince climatic
variationsin this region are propagatedinto the mean stateof
the Earth'sclimate;the westernequatorialPacificsurfaceocean
providesa heat sourceto the atmospheric
boundarylayer, and
the associateddeep convectionexports sensibleand latent
heat to both hemispheres.The recordsharesnearly 20%
variancewith Hansenet al.'s 11996]globaltemperature
record
at zero lag, and is coherentand in phasein the annual,ENSO,
anddecadalperiodicities.Similarresultsare obtainedagainst
NorthernHemisphere
only records.Duringthe warmphaseof

Large kinetic effectsdo not appearto be a problemexcept
in the lowermost50 mm of the Nauru 1 sequence,and thuswe

can directly interpretthe long-termtrendsover the lengthof
the remainingrecord,1895-1995(Figure4b). There is a long-

termdecrease
of 0.04%o
perdecade
(R2 = 0.15),whichis the
consequence
of a weakdecrease
until the early 1960sfollowed

by anaccelerated
decrease
of nearly0.2%o
perdecade
(R2=
0.40). The characterof the Nauru 1 oxygen isotoperecordis
similar to the Northern Hemisphere and global composite

temperaturerecords[Jones, 1994;Hansen et al., 1996; and
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Figure5. Coral•5•3C(dotted)
asa function
of timefrom(a) Nauru2 and(b) Nauru1 relative
to the
instrumental
precipitation-Southern
Oscillation
record(thin solidline). The precipitation-Southern

Oscillation
record
andthecoral
•513C
records
have
been
low-pass
filtered
tohighlight
interannual
variability.

Thepreci•pitation-Southern
Oscillation
dataarein thesamesense
as•513C;
increasing
cloudcover/rain
and

lower•5•C. Unlike
theNauru
2 coral,
Nauru
1 •5•3C
record
follows
theexpected
light-•5•3C
model
at

interannual
frequencies
andcontainsan overallseculardecrease
consistent
with the Suesseffect.
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ENSO,in excess
of 20 millionkm"zof theeastern
equatorial

environmental

Pacific anomalouslywarms,an area nearly equal to that of the

observed between two 42 year, high-resolution records,

"maritime

continent"

of the western

Pacific.

This

has a

variables.

Small

absolute

value

offsets

are

implyingthatcoral•80 is an accurate,
albeitperhaps
nota

dramaticeffect on global temperatures;
for example,the 1982
E1 Nifio resultedin a ~0.4øC global anomaly [c.f. Hansen et
al., 1996]. Thus, duringENSO the isotopicvariationsin the
Nauru 1 record reflect much more than a local or regional

precise,recorderof temperatureor salinity changes. Coherent
interannualand decadalfeaturesare recordedin both coral •80
time series. Local precipitationand SST anomaliesat Nauru,

process.

faithfullyrecorded
in coral•80 overthe100yearlongtime

4.2.

Carbon

Isotopes

Thehigh-resolution
•I-•c records
fromNauru1 andNauru2
fail to document a common interannual to decadal signal (see

Figure 2b). Cross-spectraland band-passfiltering analyses

document
common
frequencies
in thetwo•13Ctimeseries,
although they tend to be significantlyout of phase.The
carbonisotopedatain the lowermost400 mm of Nauru2 (and
lowermost ~50 mm of Nauru 1) still exhibit an annual cycle,
althoughthe amplitudeis higher than that observedupsection,
in additionto an increasein absolutevaluesdue to increasing

indicative

of the state of the Southern Oscillation,

are

series of the two corals analyzed. Even "slow" growing
sectionsof long corals,which are more stronglyinfluencedby
kinetics, appear to track effectively external environmental
variables, although the absolute value cannot be used to
estimatepastSST or $w.

We observed
a 0.7%0decrease
in •80 from1895through
July of 1995, which occurs primarily as a small gradual
decrease until 1976, a 0.4%0 shift in 1976, and an additional
shift in 1990.
conditions

The shift in 1976 toward

is consistent

with

warmer

and wetter

a suite of instrumental

data

documentinga changein the frequencyand intensityof ENSO

kineticeffects(seeFigurelb). A singular
•3C agemodel warm events over the last ~30 years. Interannual (ENSO)
systemconspires
(e.g.,using•80 to reconstruct
precipitation
a la Coleand variability of the coupledocean-atmosphere
to
reinforce
its
signature
on
coral
•180
stable
isotope
records
Fairbanks [1990] could be derived for each coral record with

of the tropical Pacific. Becauseof the compoundedimpactof
reproducible
coherent•3C spectrafromtwo coevalcorals the Pacific warm pool and IndonesianLow, particularly on
ENSOtimescales,
coral•80 fromthisregionshares
common
with similar growth rates casts doubt on interpreting
features
with
hemispheric
and
global
temperature
records.
interannualto decadal•3C as reflectingan external
Coral carbon isotopescontinue to remain enigmatic. The
environmentalvariable (e.g., cloud cover) from only one coral
relative

errors

of the order

of 4-6

months.

The

lack

of

two records fail to document

record at this location.

common

interannual

to decadal

reflected
At Nauru,increased
precipitation
(low coral•180) would variability.Onlyoneof thetwocoral•3C records
the
light-level
(cloud
cover)
interannual
variability
expected
resultin morecloudcover.In thelight-•3C model,increased

cloud cover would yield less photosynthesis, and the

hypotheticalcarbonpool would have more •2C in it.
Calcification "tapping"this pool would thereforehave lower
•3C

values. Of the two coral records the Nauru 1 record

contains interannual variability in concert with the Southern
Oscillation (Figure 5). Cross-spectralanalysisof the oxygen
(and the local precipitation-SouthernOscillation Index) and
carbon isotope series confirms that the records are coherent
and in phasein the ENSO frequencyband and thus meetsthe

expectations
of a light-driven
•3C model.It is tempting
to
interpretthe ~0.6%0•I•C decrease
overthe lengthof the
record and, in particular, the steeperdecreasepost-1965 as
Suesseffect [e.g., Quay et al., 1992]. However,thereremains
enoughuncertaintyin the additionalfactorscontrollingcoral

•13C (e.g.,pH andcarbonate
ion chemistry
[Hemming
et al.,
1998, and references therein]) that such an a priori
interpretationis premature.

5. Summary
Stable isotope analysisof two separatecorals from Nauru
Island in the warm pool of the westerntropicalPacific confirm
that coral oxygen isotopes are a robust recorder of

for this location. Without an a priori expectation(model) it

wouldnot be possible
to determine
which•3C time series
appears to reflect more accurately external environmental

variables.Although
it is stillpossible
to useseasonal
•3C
to construct an age model, interpretation of longer-term

variabilityrequiresan independent
check. The •13C time
seriesthat did exhibit the expectedinterannualvariability also
showed a decreasein mean •3C consistentwith the Suess
effect, whereas the other did not.
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